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DISTORTION THEOREMS FOR BLOCH FUNCTIONS

XIANGYANG LIU AND DAVID MINDA

Dedicated to Professor Nobuyuki Suita on the occasion of his 60th birthday

Abstract. We establish various distortion theorems for both normalized lo-

cally schlicht Bloch functions and normalized Bloch function with branch points.

These distortion theorems give lower bounds on either \f'(z)\ or Re/'(z) ;

most of our distortion theorems are sharp and all extremal functions identified.

The main tools used in establishing these distortion theorems are the classical

form of Julia's Lemma and a new version of Julia's Lemma that applies to

certain multiple-valued analytic functions. As applications of these distortion

theorems, we obtain known lower bounds for various Bloch constants and also

establish improved lower bounds on a number of Marden constants for Bloch,

normal and Yosida functions.

1. Introduction

Assume that / is a holomorphic function in the unit disk D of the com-

plex plane. The function / is called a Bloch function if and only if its Bloch

seminorm given by \\f\\ = sup{(l - |z|2)|/'(z)| : \z\ < 1} is finite.
For a point a in D, let r(a, f) denote the radius of the largest schlicht

disk on the Riemann surface f(B) centered at f(a) (a schlicht disk on /(D)

centered at f(a) means that f maps an open subset of D containing a con-

formally onto this disk). Let r(f) be the supremum of r(a, f) for all a in

D. The Bloch constant B is defined to be the infimum of all r(f), where / is
normalized by f'(0) = 1.

Bloch [4] proved that B is positive. Landau [8] showed that in the definition

of the Bloch constant, the infimum can be restricted to functions with Bloch

seminorm 1. The exact value of the Bloch constant is still unknown. Ahlfors

[2] and Heins [7] established the lower bound B > \ß/4. In 1988 Bonk [5]
presented a simple proof of the following distortion theorem.
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Bonk's Distortion Theorem. // ||/|| = 1 and f'(0) = 1, then

By making use of the above theorem, Bonk improved the lower bound on the

Bloch constant to B > v/3/4-|-10~14 . Minda [13] gave an elementary, geometric

proof of Bonk's result which yields all extremal functions. Actually, Bonk [6]

had already determined all extremal functions, but by a different method as part

of a larger study of Bloch functions.

Next, we review some facts about locally schlicht Bloch functions. A function

/ is locally schlicht (or locally univalent) if and only if f'(z) does not vanish.

The infimum of r(f) for all locally schlicht functions normalized by f'(0) — 1

is called the locally schlicht Bloch constant and is denoted by B^ . Let 3§oo

denote the family of locally schlicht functions satisfying ||/|| = 1, /(O) = 0

and f'(0) = 1. It is known that B^ = inf{r(f) : f e 38^}. The inequality
Boa > 1/2 was established by Ahlfors [2] and Pommerenke [17]. The best upper

bound on the locally schlicht Bloch constant is (see [9])

re-ire-i
Boc<L<    V3V     « 0.5433,

HD
where F denotes the Gamma function and L is the so-called Landau constant.

The number in the above inequality is conjectured to be the true value of L.

We use the geometric approach of Minda to establish an analog (Theorem

1) of Bonk's Distortion Theorem for locally schlicht Bloch functions in §2.

As a corollary of our Theorem 1, we will give a new proof of the inequality

Boo > 1/2. The proof uses normal families and so is incapable of yielding an

explicit lower bound for 5^ greater than 1/2. In §3, we prove a generalization
of Julia's Lemma for certain multiple-valued functions. Later in §4, Theorem

1 is extended to Bloch functions with branch points. Our Theorem 4 contains

both Bonk's Distortion Theorem and Theorem 1 as special cases. Also, Theorem

4 yields the lower bounds for a number of the Bloch constants considered in [9].

Finally, in §5, we give improved lower bounds for various Marden constants for

normal and Yosida functions as applications of our distortion theorems. These

Marden constants were studied in [10] and [12].

2. Locally schlicht Bloch functions

Versions of Julia's Lemma play an important role in our work. We begin by

recalling a classical version of Julia's Lemma that is sufficient for our purposes,

see [3, pp. 7-9] or [13] for details of its proof. For r > 0, let

A(l 'r) = {z6lD):i^<7;

A( 1, r) is a horodisk in D, that is, a disk in B which is internally tangent

to dB at 1. In euclidean terms A(l, r) is the disk with center 1/(1 + r) and

radius r/(l + r). We let A(l, r) denote the closure of A(l, r) relative to D,

so that 1 0 A( 1, r). If T is a conformai automorphism of D which fixes 1,

then it is known that 7\A(1, r)) = A(l, r).
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Julia's Lemma (disk version). Suppose that w is a function holomorphic in

DU{1}, w maps B into B and w(l) - 1. Then w'(l) = c > 0 and for any

r > 0 the function w maps the horodisk A( 1, r) into the horodisk A( 1, cr).

Further, a point on the boundary of the first horodisk is mapped into the boundary

of the second horodisk if and only if w is a conformai automorphism of B which

fixes 1.

The following half-plane version of Julia's Lemma is more convenient for

our purposes in this section. It follows from the disk version by composing the

function with a Möbius transformation that maps the half-plane onto the unit

disk and sends 0 to 1.

Julia's Lemma (half-plane version). Suppose that w is a function holomorphic

in DU{1}, w maps D into the right half plane M = {z : Re(z) > 0} and

w(l) = 0. Then for any r > 0, w maps the horodisk A(l, r) into the disk

{z :\z - dr\ < dr}, where d = -w'(l) > 0. Further, a point on the boundary

of the first disk is mapped into the boundary of the second disk if and only if w

is a conformai mapping of B onto H which satisfies w ( 1 ) = 0.

Corollary. For any x £ (-1, 1)

Re(w(x))<2i/j—-,

with equality for some x £ (-1, 1) if and only if

w(z) = 2d--.
1 + z

Proof. Fix x £ (-1, 1) and let r = (1-x)/(l+x). Then r > 0 and A(l, r) is
the horodisk that contains the point x on its boundary. The half-plane version

of Julia's Lemma implies that w(x) will lie inside the circle passing through

the two points 0 and 2d(l -x)/(l -l-x) and perpendicular to the real axis. The
result follows.

Example. Now we consider a function that is an extremal function for Theorem

1. Let

'W-H-ÎHH-
Then F is a holomorphic universal covering projection of D onto [w : 0 <

I«;- 1/2| <e/2}. Also,

(1 - \z\2)\F'(z)\ = ,ii^lexp{-^p} < 1

with equality if and only if z lies on the circle {z :\\ - z\2/(l - \z\2) = 1} =

[z :\z - 1/2| = 1/2}, so F has Bloch seminorm 1.

Note that F(0) = 0 and F'(0) = 1. Also, r(0, F) = 1/2 because the open
disk of radius 1/2 centered at F(0) = 0 is actually the largest schlicht disk in

F(B) centered at F(0). Similarly, r(F) = e/4 since e/4 is the largest radius

of a schlicht disk contained in F(B). It is not difficult to verify that for all

z el,

m;)l>F(|z|, = îî-Lrxp{-TAa.
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We also have

XIANGYANG LIU AND DAVID MINDA

■"•«-«•(^-»{-Ä})>0

for \z\ < r, where r « 0.6958 is the smallest root of the following equation.

x^4 '2-xi

1 :V2
- arctan

x
y/7^#^

x" ty^-J

n

4'

Theorem 1. Suppose f £ âS^ .
(a) For all zeD

\f'(z)\>F'(\z\)
1

exp r_ji£L\
l   l-|z|J(l-|*l)2

wz'zTz equality for some z = re'e ^ 0 if and only if f(z) = e'eF(e~'ez) for some

real 6 .

(b) For \z\ < 1/2,

1
Ref(z)>F'(\z\) = exp

I   1-klJ(i-kl)2

wz'i/z equality for some z = re'6 ^ 0 z/azzz/ ozz/y z/ f(z) = e'6F(e~'ez) for some

real 6 .

(c) Further, Ref'(z) > 0 for \z\ < ^/n/(4 + n) « 0.6633.

Remark. The inequality in part (a), but not the identification of all extremal

functions, was given by Peschl [15, 16]. We will give a new proof of (a) which

is simpler than Peschl's proof and also yields all extremal functions for this
inequality. In addition, our technique of proof also yields the new results in

parts (b) and (c).

Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Let

1

where 6 is real. Then g is holomorphic in the closure of B except possibly at

the point -1. Further, g (I) = 1 and g ¿ 0. Since /'(O) = 1 and ||/|| = 1,
it follows that /"(0) = 0. Hence, g'(l) = 1. We also have

|S(*)I =
1 + z

f'W
1

< 1-
1

/'   e,i0
1

< 1

for all z in B; here again we have used the fact that ||/|| = 1. Note that the

case g = 1 is impossible since g'(l) = 1 ̂  0. So g must map B into D\{0}.

Because g never vanishes, there exists a holomorphic function w which

maps D into H such that izj(1) = 0, and g(z) = e\p(-w(z)). By direct

calculation, w'(l) — -g'(i) = -1. From the corollary to the half-plane version

of Julia's Lemma, we have

\g(x)\ = exp{- Reiiz(x)} > exp hm
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for all  x   in   (-1,1), with equality for some  x   if and only if w(z)  =

2(l-z)/(l + z). Let u = (1 - x)/2, then the above inequality is equivalent to

^w^>-(éurM-^}

xpj-y^}

for all u £ (0, 1), with equality for some u if and only if f(z) = e'eF(e~'ez)

for some real 8 .

(b) As in the proof of (a), w(x) will lie inside the circle C with center

(1-x)/(l+x) and radius (1 - x)/(l +x). Since

min{Reexp(-() : Ç e C} = exp I -2--\

holds for all x £ [0, 1], we have

Reg(x) = Reexp{-u;(x)} > exp'j -2-->

for all x G [0, 1]. This is equivalent to

(l-u)2

for all u £ [0, 1/2]. The sharpness follows as in case (a).

(c) Set

««-(raM'G^)) — m
As in the proof of part (a), g is holomorphic in the closure of B and g

maps B into the punctured disk D\{0}. Further g(\) = 1 and g'(l) = n/2.
Hence there exists a holomorphic function w which maps D into H such that

g(z) = exp(-w(z)), w(l) = 0, and tu'(l) = -n/2. The corollary to the half-

plane version of Julia's Lemma shows that w(x) will lie inside the circle C

centered at § (1 - x)/(l + x) with radius |(1 - x)/(l -)- x). Since

min{Reexp(-Ç):Ç<EC} >0

holds for all x e (0, 1], Reg(x) > 0 for all x e (0, 1]. This is equivalent to

Ref'(eieu) > 0 for all we[0, ^n/(4 + n)).

Corollary. If f satisfies the conditions of the above theorem, then r(0, f)> 1/2

with equality if and only if f(z) = e'eF(e~l6z) for some real 6. Further,

Boo > 1/2.

Proof. By definition, there is a simply connected open subset Í2 of D contain-

ing 0 such that / maps Q univalently onto the disk centered at f(0) with

radius r(0, /). This disk must touch the boundary of the Riemann surface

f(B). If not, then the boundary of Í2 would be a Jordan curve inside D.

Because / is locally schlicht, we could find an open subset of D containing

the closure of Cl such that / is schlicht on this larger set. Then the image of

this larger set would contain a disk centered at f(0) with radius larger than

r(0, f), which contradicts the definition of r(0, /).

Hence, there is a radial segment F in the above disk joining f(0)  to a

boundary point of /(D). Let y be the inverse image of F under the mapping
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/, then y joins 0 to the boundary of D. It follows from part (a) of Theorem

1 that

r(0, f) = j \dw\ = J\f'(z)dz\ > j F'(\z\)d\z\ = i

It is clear that equality holds in the above if and only if f(z) = e'eF(e~'ez)

for some real 6 .

Now we show that Boo > 1/2. By a normal family argument, we can find an

/ such that 11/11 = 1, /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1, and r(f) = Ä«,. If r(0, /) > 1/2,
then Boo = r(f) > r(0, f) > 1/2. If r(0, /) = 1/2, then f(z) = eieF(e~wz)
for some real 6 , so B^ = r(f) = r(F) = e/4 > 1/2.

3. Generalization of Julia's Lemma

In this section we obtain an extension of Julia's Lemma to certain multiple-

valued functions.
We shall exploit the following connection between horodisks and hyperbolic

disks. Let Dh(a, r) = {z : db(a, z) < r} be the hyperbolic disk with center a

and hyperbolic radius r, where

dn(a, z) = 2artanh -——
1 — az

denotes the hyperbolic distance between a and z in B. If {a„} is a sequence

in D with an -» 1, {rn} is a sequence of positive numbers and

1 - \anI , ,, ,   (rn\
i_R   -* r»    where Rn = tanh {—J ,

then Db(an, rn) —> A(l, r). Note that R„ is the pseudohyperbolic radius of

Df,(an , rn). We refer to [3, pp. 7-8] for more details.

For ael, define
1-a z-a

Ea(z) =--j-—.
1 - a 1 - az

Observe that Ea is the only conformai automorphism of B which sends a

to 0 and fixes 1. Also E'a(\) = (1 - |a|2)/(|l - a\2). Therefore, E'a(\) < c
if and only if a & A(l, \/c) and E'a(\) = c if and only if a belongs to

¿>A(1, \/c). Here <9A(1, \/c) denotes the boundary of A(l, 1/c) relative to

D,so 1 g0A(l, 1/c).

Theorem 2. Suppose g is holomorphic in Du{l}, g(B) c B and g (I) =

1. If all the zeros of g have multiplicity at least n, then g has no zero in

A(l, n/g'(l)) and g has a zero on dA(\, n/g'(l)) if and only if g = Eq for
some a £ 9A(1, n/g'(\)).

Proof. Assume a £ B and g (a) = 0. Set E = Ea. Since a is a zero of

multiplicity at least n , h = g/E" is holomorphic on D U {1} and h(l) = 1.
There are two cases to consider. First, suppose h is constant. Then h - 1

and g = En. From g'(l) = nE'(l) we see that a £ <9A(1, n/g'(\)). On the

other hand, assume h is nonconstant. Then h'(\) > 0 by Julia's Lemma, so

g'(\)_= h'(\) + nE'(l) > nE'(l), or equivalently, £"(1) < £'(!)/"• Hence,

a$A(l,n/g'(l)).
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Remark. The following observation will be used in the remainder of this section.

If g satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, then gxl" is a (possibly) multiple-

valued holomorphic function on B U {1} with an algebraic branch point at

any zero of g which does not have multiplicity an integral multiple of zz.

However, since g does not vanish in A(l, n/g'(\)), there is a unique single-

valued holomorphic branch G of gxln defined on A(l, n/g'(\)) U {1} and

normalized by C7(l) = 1. Note that G'(l) = g'(\)/n .

Theorem 3. Let g be a function satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and let G

be the single-valued branch of gx/" defined as above. Then for 0 < r < n/g'(l)

the function G maps A(l, r) into A(l, rG'(l)). Moreover, apoint of dA(l, r)

is mapped into <9A(1, rC7'(l)) if and only if G is a conformai automorphism of

B which fixes 1.

Remark. Except for the restriction r < n/g'(\), the conclusion of Theorem 3

is the conclusion of Julia's Lemma if G were holomorphic on all of D.

Proof of Theorem 3. Because all zeros of g have multiplicity at least n, the
multiple-valued holomorphic function gxln satisfies the hypotheses of Nehari's

generalization of Schwarz' Lemma (see [14] or [11]). In particular,

\G'(z)\ 1

l-|G(z)|2 - \-\z\2

for all z £ A(l, n/g'(l)) = A, and equality holds at a point if and only if G is
a conformai automorphism of D.

Since A is hyperbolically convex and G is single-valued, the above inequality

implies that

dh(G(a),G(b))<dh(a,b)

for all a, b £ A with equality for a / b if and only if G is a conformai

automorphism of B. We may now conclude that G(Dh(a, r)) c Dh(G(a), r)

for any hyperbolic disk Dn (a, r) which is contained in A.

In order to complete the proof, we now follow a standard geometric proof of
Julia's Lemma [3, pp. 8-9], being careful to work only in A where G is single-

valued. Note that for 0 < r < n/g'(\), we have the inclusion A(l, r) c A. Let

x„ = 1-1/n. Select Rn so that (1 -x„)/(l -Rn) = r; that is, Rn = \-\/(nr).

Set r„ = 2artanh(/î„). This guarantees that Dh(xn , rn) ->A(l,r). For all zz

sufficiently large, Dh(x„, r„) c A. For these large values of n, G(Dh(xn , rn)) c

Dh(G(xn), rn). Because

1-|S(**»)I = 1-*« l-\G(xn)\    irC/

1 — Rn I - Rn       1 — X„

we conclude that Dh(G(xn),rn) -> A(l, rG'(l)). Consider z 6 A(l,r).

Then z belongs to Dh(xn,rn) for all zz sufficiently large. Hence, G(z) £

Dh(G(xn),rn) for all large zz, so G(z) £ 5(1, rG'(l)). This yields C7(Â(1, r)) c

A(l,rG'(l)).
Finally, we determine when a point on 9A(1, r) can map into 9A(1, rG'(l)).

Assume a £ dA(l,r) and G(a) £ dA(l, rG'(I)). Let y be the hyperbolic
geodesic through a which ends at 1. Select any b £ D on y strictly be-

tween a and 1. Determine se(0,r) with b £ 9A(1, s). Now, d/,(a, b) is

the hyperbolic distance between 9A(1, r) and <9A(1, s). Since G(b) lies on
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or inside the circle 9A(1, sG'(l)), d„(G(a), G(b)) is greater than or equal to

the hyperbolic distance from 9A(1, rG'(l)) to 9A(1, sG'(l)). But the hy-
perbolic distance between the two horocycles is the same as the hyperbolic

distance between <9A(1, r) and <9A(1, s) since there is a conformai automor-

phism of D carrying the first pair of horocycles onto the second. Therefore,

dh(G(a), G(b)) >db(a,b). Since the reverse inequality also holds, G must be

a conformai automorphism of B with G( 1 ) = 1.

Corollary. Suppose g is holomorphic on DU{1}, g(D)cD, g(l) - 1 and all
zeros of g have multiplicity at least n .

(a) // g'(l) - n, then \g(x)\ > x" for x £ [0, 1) with equality for some x

if and only if g(z) = z" .
(b) If g'(\) = n, then Reg(x) > x" for (n-l)/(n+l) < x < 1 with equality

for some x if and only if g(z) = zn .

(c) If g'(\) = n sin(n/2n), then Reg(x) > 0 for 0 < x < 1.

Remark. For n = 1, part (b) implies both parts (a) and (c). For zz > 2 this is

no longer the case.

Proof, (a) Let G be as in Theorem 3. Note that G'(l) = 1 and G is defined

on A(l, 1), so G(A(l, r)) c A~(l, r) for 0 < r < 1. For x £ [0, 1), r =
(1 - x)/(l + x) £ (0, 1] and this containment yields |C7(x)| > ReC7(x) > x,

since x e dA( 1, r). Equality implies that G is a conformai automorphism of

B which fixes both x and 1, so G is the identity mapping. Hence \g(x)\ >

|G(x)|" > x" , with equality if and only if g(z) = z" .
(b) As in part (a), we find that ReG(x) > x for x e [0, 1) with equality

if and only if G(z) = z. We wish to determine those x e [0, 1) for which it

follows that Reg(x) > x" .
The function h(z) — 1/(1 + r) + rz/(\ + r) is a conformai mapping of D

onto A(l, r). We determine when h(z)n = k(z) is a convex function. Since

Re{l + zZc"(z)/zc'(z)} = Re{i^}>^,        |z| < 1,

is positive for 0 < r < \/n , the function k(z) is convex for such r. Because

the image of k(z) is symmetric about the real axis, it will follow that

Reg(x) = ReC7(x)" > miniRe^") :w£~Â(\,r)} = k(-\) = x" ,

where x = (1 - r)/(l + r) £ [(n - \)/(n + 1), 1).
(c) Now, the situation is slightly different from (b) since C7'(l) = sin[7z/(2zz)]

and G is holomorphic in A(l, l/sin[7i/(2zz)]). For r <J/sin[7r/(2zz)] and

z £ A(l, r), we have G(z) £ A(l, z"sin[7i/(2zz)]). For weA(l, rsin[?T/(2zz)]),

we have the sharp inequality

| Arg(tzz)| < sin~'(rsin7t/2zi),

so that
| Arg(ifj")| < z2sin_I(rsin7T/2zz) < n/2,

if 0 < r < 1. For x £ (0, 1), r = (1-x)/(l+x) £ (0, 1) and so the preceding

inequalities imply that

|Arg(^(x))| = |Arg(C7(x)")|<7z/2.
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4. Bloch functions with branch points

We establish a connection between Bonk's Theorem and Theorem 1. For any
positive integer n , define

38(n) = {/ : 11/11 = 1, /'(0) = 1, /(0) = 0 and if f'(a) = 0 for some a in D,

then f{k)(a) = 0 for k = l,2,...,zz}.

That is, 3§(n) consists of those functions with Bloch norm 1 and all of whose

branch points are of order at least n + 1. Note that 38(n) D ¿%(n + 1),

38 (X) is the class of functions in Bonk's Distortion Theorem and 38oo =

nW«):« = l,2,3,...}.

Example. We now discuss functions Fn £ 38(n) which have certain extremal
properties. For zz > 1, set

,.w. _ »±* (x+1 x'1 (^^r+^^H)(i2(zz+l)V      nj      \i_APñZzj 2(zz + l)

Note that Fn is holomorphic in D, Fn(0) = 0, F„'(0) = 1 and

We shall explicitly determine ||F„|| and r(0, F„).

In order to gain insight into the nature of the function F„, it is useful to
express Fn in another form. Set

Tn(z) =

-^-zn+2      z

Then Tn is a conformai automorphism of D and

Fn(z) = ^(M + 2)
AZ + 2 :«+i)/2

- ( -¿- ) Tn(z)
n+\

2(»+l)

So F„ is an (zz + 1)-sheeted branched covering of D onto the disk with center

F„ (y/nl(n + 2)) = y/n(n + 2)/[2(n + 1)]

and radius

zz + 2    /       2\n/2

2(n+l) {  + n)     •
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Straightforward calculation gives

\\Fn\\ = sup{(l-|z|2)|F„'(z)|:|z|<l}

(l-l^l2)2\"/2
1 + -1     sup< \Tn(z)\n:\z\<\

n + 2

n + 2

(l + ^j     sup{(l-|r„(z)|2)|r„(z)r:|z|<l}

/       2\"/2
Í1 + -J     sup{(l-M2)|u;|":M< 1} = 1.

Next, we determine r(0,Fn). Recall that r(0,Fn) is the distance from

F„(0) = 0 to the nearest branch point or to the boundary of F„(B), whichever

is smaller. Since the only branch point, namely Fn(y/n/(n + 2) ), is closer to 0

than 0 is to the boundary of Fn(B), we have

r(0,F„) = \Fn(y/n/(n + 2J)
^n(n + 2)

2(zz+l)  '

Theorem 4. If f £33(n), then
(a)

\f'(z)\>F'n(\z\)   for\z\<^
+ 2

with equality for some z = re'e ^ 0 if and only if f(z) = e'6Fn(e~'ez),

(b)

with equality for some z = re'e # 0 if and only if f(z) = e'e Fn(e~'6 z),

(c)

Re/'(z) >0   for \z\ <
zzsin

In

2 + n sin fn '

Proof, (a) Let g be defined as in the proof of Theorem 1 (c) with a =y/n/(n + 2).

That is,

g{z) = 1      n+2

1_Ü-7
n+2Z .

f   e¡e Mi-*)

where 6 is real. Then g is holomorphic in the closure of D, g(B) c D,

g(l) = 1, and g'(l) = zz. Also, all zeros of g have multiplicity at least zz.

Corollary (a) of Theorem 3 gives

\g(x)\>x"   for all x G [0, 1)

with equality for some x if and only if g(z) — z" . This is equivalent to

\f'(eieu)\ > F¿(u)   for 0 < u <
n + 2

with equality for some u if and only if f(z) = e'eFn(e ,ez
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(b) The proof is quite similar to that of part (a). Define g as in part (a).

Then Corollary (b) of Theorem 3 says that

zz - 1
Reg(x)>x"   for--<x<l

with equality for some x if and only if g(z) = zn . This is equivalent to

Ref'(ei6u) >F'(u)   for 0 < u < ^±2l ¡J}—
J K      > -   n\ ) - 2n + l\ n + 2

with equality for some zz if and only if f(z) — e'eF„(e~'ez).

(c) Define

where 6 is real. We may apply Corollary (c) of Theorem 3 to obtain

Reg(x)>0   forO<x<l.

This is equivalent to

f'(ewu)>0   forO<w<J--ß-=-.
v       ; y 2 + zz sin %

Remark. If we let zz —> oo in Theorem 4, then we obtain Theorem 1, except we

lose the sharpness by taking this limit. In particular, Fn -* F , where F is the

extremal function in Theorem 1. For the special case n = 1, we obtain Bonk's

Distortion Theorem and Fx is the extremal function for Bonk's Theorem [13].

Also, if Bn is the Bloch constant for the family 38(n), then we can obtain the

lower bound Bn > y/n(n + 2)/2(n + 1) from Theorem 4 in the same manner

as the corollary to Theorem 1 was proved. These lower bounds were originally

obtained in [9] by a different method.

5. Lower bounds for Marden constants

It is known that there exists a positive number s, such that any nonconstant

Bloch function is schlicht on some hyperbolic disk in D with hyperbolic radius

5. The Marden constant for Bloch functions, denoted by M, is the supremum

of all such s. Similarly, we can define the Marden constant for locally schlicht

Bloch functions and we denote it by Moo ■

Minda gave lower bounds for M and Moo in [10]. Note that in [10] the

Marden constant was defined in terms of pseudo-hyperbolic distance instead of

hyperbolic distance. The lower bound M > 2artanh(l/v/3) is an immediate

consequence of Bonk's Distortion Theorem (see [13]).

Although part (c) of Theorem 1 may not be best possible (as the extremal

function F possibly indicates), it still implies the following improvement of

Minda's estimate on Mœ :

Moo >2artanhv/7T/(4 + n) = 1.5971... .

The proof of the above inequality is similar to the proof of Minda's lower

bound, see [10] for details.
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Next, we consider normal functions. A meromorphic function / in D is

called a normal function if

a(f) = sup{(l - |z|2)|/'(z)|/(l + |/(z)|2) : z e D} < cc.

It is easy to verify that the quantity a(f), called the order of the normal func-

tion /, is invariant under conformai automorphisms of D and rotations of

the Riemann sphere (see the proof of Theorem 3 in [10]). If / is a normal

function and a £B, then set

s(a, f) = sup{s : f is schlicht in the hyperbolic disk Dh(a, s)}

and

s(f) = sup{s(a ,f):a£B}.

The Marden constant for normal functions with order a(f) = m > 0 is given

by
MN(m) = inf{s(/) : / is a normal function and a(f) = m}.

Similarly, the Marden constant for locally schlicht normal functions is given by

■^Voo(m) - tnf{s(f) : / is a locally schlicht normal function and a(f) = m}.

The following result improves the lower bounds on the Marden constants that

were derived in [10].

Theorem 5. (a) MN(m) > 2artanh(l/ ^3(1 + m2) ).

(b) MNoo(m) > 2artanh(v/7r/(4 + 7i)(l+m2)).

Proof. We only give the proof of (a); the proof of (b) is the same except that

Theorem 1(c) is needed instead of Bonk's Distortion Theorem. Let / be a

normal function with a(f) = m . We want to show that

s(f) > 2artanh(l/y/3(l + m2)).

First we assume that /(0) = 0 and /'(0) = m . Then

where the integrals are taken along the line segment from 0 to z . The preceding

inequality shows that / is holomorphic in the euclidean disk centered at 0

with radius R = tanh(7r/(2zn)). Let r = 1/vTTm2, then r < R and F(z) =
f(rz)/(rm) is holomorphic in D. We can verify that F(0) = 0 and F'(0) = 1.

By the above inequality, for any z £ B,

(1 - \z\2)\F'(z)\ = (1~jZ|2)|/Vz)| < ^^(1 + |/(rz)|2)

|2\(1- *  )  L if™,     l + |rz|\\      ,
^ 71-F~l2l    l + tan     T l0B 1-M       - L

1-rz2   V \2        \-\rz\))

So ll^ll = 1 . By Bonk's Distortion Theorem, F is schlicht in the disk {z :

\z\ < l/\/3} . Hence / is schlicht in the disk {z : \z\ < r/\/3}. This implies

that

5(/)>5(0,/)>2artanh'
VW+m-
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The proof for the general case is the similar to the proof of the corresponding

result in [10].

A meromorphic function / in the complex plane C is called a Yosida func-

tion if

ß(f) = sup{|/'(z)|/(l + |/(z)|2) : z £ C} < oc.

For a Yosida function /, let

se(f) — sup{j : / is schlicht in a euclidean disk in C with euclidean radius s}.

The Marden constant for Yosida functions with ß(f) = m > 0 is defined by

My(m) = inf{se(f) : / is a Yosida function and ß(f) = m }.

It is known that My(m) = My(l)/m [12]. The following theorem is a slight
improvement of the corresponding result in [12].

Theorem 6.  MY(m) > l/(V3m).

Proof. We need only show that for any Yosida function / with ß(f) = 1, it

follows that se(f) > l/yß.
As in [12], we may assume /(O) = 0 and /'(O) = 1. Since

arctan(|/(z)|) < j* t j^?¿(2 Wl * f Wl = lzl >

/ is holomorphic in B ; here again the integrals are taken along the line segment

from 0 to z . The above inequality implies that

(l-|z|2)|/'(z)|<(l-|z|2)(l + |/(z)|2)

<(l-|z|2)[l+tan2(|z|)]< 1

for all z £ B. Hence / is also a Bloch function with ||/|| = 1 . Bonk's

Distortion Theorem shows that / is schlicht in the disk {z : \z\ < l/\/3} ; this

is what we want to prove.

6. Concluding comments

As in [13], one can give a geometric, Riemann surface interpretation for

Theorems 1 and 4 and relate the extremal functions in these theorems to the

ultrahyperbolic metrics constructed in [9] to estimate the Bloch constants Bn .

We do not give the similar details here.

In Theorems 1 and 4 we apparently did not (except for the case zz = 1)

find the largest disk centered at the origin in which Re/'(z) > 0. What is the

largest such radius? Are the functions F and Fn still extremal for this problem?

Recall that 5(0, /) denotes the hyperbolic radius of the largest hyperbolic disk

centered at origin in which / is schlicht. Then

i(o,*) = —£_ = 0.7311...,
1 + vl + n2

and
Jn(n + 2) sin (-¿r)

s(0, Fn) =-V  v        ;     l"±Li_.

l + ^/l+zz(zz + 2)sin2(_^)
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What are the sharp lower bounds on s(Q, f) for the function classes in The-

orems 1 and 4? Are the functions F and Fn still extremal for this problem?

For zz = 1 the function Fx gives the sharp lower bound on s(0, f) for the

functions in Bonk's Distortion Theorem.

Added in proof. There is an error in the purported proof that Boo > 1/2 which

is given in [17]. For details concerning the error, consult A. Yamada, Bounded

analytic functions and metrics of constant negative curvature on Riemann sur-

faces, Kodai Math. J. 11 (1988), 317-324.
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